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in

does
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preference,
Governor

Ray

Blanton.
The
a

statement

letter

tor

of

"Gay

to

the

Mark

was

made

in

Segal,direc—

Philadelphia—based

Raiders"

organization

fall of 1975.
Segal
had 1nqu1red about Tennesseek
policies
on
employment of
gays as
part of a national
survey of govenors.
The _ governor‘s
statement
ot Segal
reads as follows in
its entirety:
"‘The State of Tennessee
does not consider the quest—
ion of sexual
orientation in
screening employees. We hire,
fire, and
promote on:
the
basis of background, quali—
fications,
skills and
job
performance.
In policy mak—
ing positions, we seek those
whose goals
and objectives
are
in harmony. with
those
of
this
administration.
We
do not discriminate on
the
basis of race, sex, religion,
or any other individual pre—
ference."
(Continued on page 2),
in

the

Gay

Sex

Firemen
for last
the Rainsearch
Check Lounge.
MCC
Meets
.

The Memphis study group of
the Metropolitan
Community
Church meets every Sunday af—
ternoon at three at 224 North
Watkins .
The Metropolitan Community
Church practices an open door
policy toward all people, ac—
‘cepting
gays
as
well as
straights of all faiths.
Sessions
include
raps,
singing and communion.
Charlene
Taylor,
worship
coordinator, invites anyin—
terested persons to attend.
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Now

Homosexual
relations be—
tween consenting adults
in
private
are now legal
in
‘Arkansas.
>

« \.o«m.n.e.¢‘.\.o_m.

In

of

While private homosexual be—
havior is now legal in Arkan—
sas, the new code contains an
‘anti—loitering statute which
could easily be used to harass
that state‘s gays.
One part of Section 41—2914
states that "A person commits
the offense of loitering if he
lingers or remains in a public
place for
the purpose of en—
‘gaging or soliciting another
person to engage in prostitu—
tion or deviate sexual activ—
ity."
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Notice
The

first meeting of a |

new gay ‘*men‘s
group will
day,
p.m.
] tal

be

January
at the
Health

3618

discussion |

held
19

on Mon—
at

B

7:30

Northeast Men—
Center

Annex,

Summer.

The

discussion

topic

for the first meeting willl
be

"Being Gay

in Memphis,

Tennessee."
All
are

f

interested

invited

to

gay men

attend.

Arkansas

def1n1t10n.‘,
ThlS means that while adult
illegal in
gay sex is not
Arkansas, soliciting a person
in a gay bar to commit a hano—
sexual act is illegal.
Soliciting for regular sex—
. ual ‘intercourse is not pro—
this

"Loitering" Trap

‘five years upon conviction.
; Arkansas
is
the
first
R southern. state to legalize

homosexual

Legal

ilar legiSIation.

The change, which took ef—
fect on January 1, 1976,. is
part of a comprehensive re—
vision of the state‘s Crimi—
nal Code.— It was signed into
law by Gov. David Pryor in.
March of 1975.
. The age of sexual consent
under the new law is sixteen.
Prior to the adoption of
the new code, consensual sod—
‘omy .was. a felony punishable
.by: from one to twenty—one
years ; in the penitentiary.
Before 1955, Arkansas law de—
.manded. a minimum sentence of

a.consent1ng adults in private.
~Across
the
nation, twelve
Y ther, states. have passed 51m-

traces

(Additional

that bars
under

hibited by the loitering stat,

ute, only "deviate
sexual
activity."
.
Loitering is a class "C"
punishable of up
misdemeanor
to thirty days.
Another
provision
with
ramifications for gays is the
provision
covering "Public
‘sexual
indecency."
(Section
41—1811)
This states
that a
person commits public sexual
indecency if he engages ' in.

sexual intercourse, deviate
sexual activity or "an act of
sexual contact" in a public
place or public view.
"Sexual contact"is defined
(Continuedrpn4page 2)

Lounge

Arsonists
destroyed the
‘Rain Check Lounge at 38 North
Willett just hours after an
anonhmous bomb threat was re—
ceived. The early morning fire
occurred January 6 and effec—
tively ended the career of
what was probably the commun—
ity‘s most popular lounge.
Police said they were no—
tified by telephone the pre—
vious night that the lounge
‘"might be bombed."
Mike Myers and Jerry Kil—
lough, partners in the busi—
ness, stayed into the early
hours watching for something
suspicious .
George Hutchinson, deputy
chief for operations, said,
""We took precautions and had
‘the spot checked throughout
the night, but the last time
the lieutenant checked,he saw
smoke coming out of the build—
ing and called the fire de—
partment."
The fire was first reported
at 5:26 a.m. and put out at
5:50.
‘

Captain G. W, James of the
arson squad said that they had
"evidence of a flamable liq—
uid being used."
As of press time,no arrests
have been made
Total damage to the build—
ing is estimated at $19,000
and contractors expect it to
take. from ‘45 days to three
months to—restore.
"The Rain Check is not dead,‘
according to Kimborough. The
two — have decided to reopen the
lounge as soon as possible,
either in the same location
or another.
The fire started in the
front foyer which was secure:«
‘only by a door of iron bars
The mair bar area was exten—
sively damaged including th
loss of a $3,000 sound system.
While the structure itseli
was insured by the owners, th:
contents were not. Myers saic
that insurance companies re—
fused to insure the contents:
the
because of
the age of
Vbuilding and " the
‘hood.

neighbor—

The structure was a Memphis
landmark.
Some 130 years old,
it had served as a church and
later was well
known as th:
Sharecropper Lounge.
Immedi—
ately before becoming the Rain
Check, the building was a jazz
‘club,-.The Brass Trumpet.
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Governors
Besides Tennessee Governor
Ray Blanton, (see story, page
1) some
eighteen
governors
have
replied
so
far
to a
questionnaire concerning their
policies
state‘s
employment
The ques tion—
on homosexuals.
out
by Mark
naire
was sent
the
Gay
Segal, director
of
Raiders
in Philadelphia fol—
lowing an
executive order by
Pennsylvania
Governor Milton
Shapp banning anti—gay employ—
ment discrimination.
Highlights from the gover—
nors‘ responses are as follows:
Alaska: "Our
policy
has
been, and will continue to be,
one of

blindness

to the sex,

national
origin, race, reli—
gion or
other personal pref—
erence of
Jay S.

‘job

Hammond,

Gays

Hold

"Please
be
commitment

assured
of
my
to the
guarantee

response,

sent a letter

GAIETY

to
Com—
Doane, Tennessee
J. N.
missioner
of
Personnel,
requesting
additional infor—
mation on the state‘s . poli—

of inquiry

homosexuals.
regarding
letter . was
referred to
U. Cochran
C,.
attorney
staff

cies
The

following
the
provided
who
quest—
GAIETY‘s
to
answers
ions .
n
QUESTION:
Does
the State
of
ten

Tennessee
employment

have any writ—
regulations

or
policies
which
mention,
or otherwise pertain to
dis—
‘crimination because of orien—
tation?
ANSWER: The State of Tenne—
ssee
does not have a written
policy or procedure whichmenr
tions or applies to discrimi—
nation due to a person‘s sex—
ual orientation.
WESTION: What would happen
if a state
employee was dis—
covered to be a homosexual?
ANSWER:
The
individual ‘s
supervisor would determine if
an employee‘s work or conduct
is satisfactory. The employee
also has the right to proceed
through a grievance procedure
established by Executive Order
and rules
established by the
Tennessee Department
of Per—
sonnel.
If the
employee has
civil service
status, he has
appeal rights through the civ—
il

service procedures.
QUESTION:
Have any

cases

come
to
your
attention
in
which a state employee‘s sex—
ual orientation was a factor?
If so, how was it resolved?
ANSWER
No
employment
situation
involving
an
em—
ployee‘s sexual
orientation
has come to the
attention of
the Department
of
Personnel
during
the current
Adminis—
tration.

tion in screening
employees.
strong affir—.
We have a very
mative action program, further
enhanced by my own
executive
order
to our state
agencies
that ‘discrimination
on
the

Governor.
.
Delaware:"It is the policy
of the
State of Delaware
to
provide equal opportunity for
all
persons and to
base em—

basis of race, sex, religion,
or any other individual pref—
erence is
not
practiced."
Raul H. Castro, Governor.
Colorado: "Thank
you
for
your recent letter concerning
discrimination based on Sexual

ture legislation in this area."
With best wishes, Ella Grasso,

ployment.
decisions solely on
merit and fitness without re—
gard
to
race, creed, color,
religion, national origin, po—
litical
affiliation, sex
or
age. As is the belief of most
human
beings, and: certainly
ours, all
persons
shall
be
‘treated equally, based on the

orientation.
For your infor—
mation I have enclosed a bill © lability to perform and not on
irrelevant criteria." Sincerely,
which was introduced this past
‘Sherman W. Tribbitt,Governor.
legislative session but never
Hawaii:‘‘Thank you for your
acted upon." Richard D. Lamm,
letter...relating to the elim—
Governor.
your letter concerning legis—
lation affecting
discrimina—
tion on the
basis of
sexual
orientation,. IL appreciate you

ination

will

keep

your

Challange

discrimination

a denial of one‘s basic rights.
Our Employment
Practices Law
is constantly changing as pro—
are presented
during
— posals
(Continued on page 9)

comments in

To

of

based on sexual
orientation.
Discrimination in any form is

Sodomy

Laws

concluded,,

of equal opportunity for all."
Learning
of
Governor
Blanton‘s

Survey

mind when considering any fu—

giving me ‘the benefit of your
views
on this
matter, and I

Jobs

(Continued from page 1)
letter

Gay

you for

Tennessee

The

To

Arizona:‘""The State of Ari—
the:
zona
does not
consider
question of
sexual
orienta—

Governor.

May

State
In

applicants."

Respond

Appealed
In a major

effort to

To
end

legal
restrictions on sexual
relations
between competent,
consenting adults in private,
the National
Gay Task
Force
and the American Civil Liber——
ties Union have appealed cases
from Virginia and North ﬁaro—

lina to the United States ‘Sup—
reme Court. In one case, a
Virginia member of the Task
Force sought relief from the
federal courts, stating that
the Virginia laws were an
invasion of his constitutional
right to privacy and placed
him under constant fear of
and loss of job. The
arrest
defendant in the other case,
‘a North Carolina man,was con—
victed of engaging in homosex—
ual acts in the privacy of his
him
home (police "entrapped"
by sending an undercover agent
to his home to entice him to
engage in sexual acts.)
These cases provide the
opportunity for the high court
to hear clear, direct cases
of the rights of competent
adults to engage in sexual
acts of their choice. These:
rights have been endorsed by
American Medical Assoc—
‘the
American Bar
the
iation,
American
the
Association,
Psychiatric Association, and
a wide range of national re—
ligious bodies such as the
National Federation of Priests
Councils (representing more
than half the Roman Catholic
priests of the United States)
and the Council for Christian
Social Action of the United
Church of Christ.
Nearly all other Western
countries have ended such res—
states
trictions. Thirteen
in this country have also re—
‘cently done so, following the
recommendations of the United
States Model Penal Code. Thus
a favorable decision in the
‘present cases would effect

Supreme

Court

Philly
Protest

Gays —
Delay

PHILADELPHIA — Gay
activist.
Mark Segal conducted a four
day hunger strike in a city
councilman‘s office here pro—
testing city council inaction
on a bill giving equal rights
to that city‘s gays. °
=
The bill, which bans anti—
gay discrimination in jobs,
housing, and public accomoda—
tions, has been bottled up in
the council‘s Law and Govern—
ment Committee for nearly a
year.
)
Chief target of the sit—in
is Councilman Melvin Greenberg
chairman of the Law and Govern—
ment Committee. Gay activists
charge that he has kept the
controversial bill stuck in
his committee so that council—
men won‘t have to take stands
on it. /
f
Before the sit—in, Green—.
berg had said, "As chairman
of the committee, it is my
prerogative not to bring the
bill to a‘ vote. (I do not
wish to put its opponents in
Council on the spot."
Segal
replied, "The gay
community has a right to know
where elected officials stand
issue." He called
the
on
‘Greenberg a "gay bigot."
Segal‘s hunger strike last— .
‘ ed from December 1 to December
4. It was called off when it
‘became clear that the present
lame—duck city council would:

people in 37 states.
‘Dr. Bruce — Voeller, Execu—
tive Director of the Task Force
stated:
"This
challenge
should become the ‘Brown vs.
Board of Education"of the gay
movement. But it should also
be viewed by Americans in gen—
not. have time to,.act on the
éral as relating to their right
bill this year.
to privacy.Albert D. Klassen,
That same afternoon, some
_
Jr. in court testimony, reports
the‘
entered
protesters
75
‘from his research at the Kin—
elphia
Philad
City
Council
sey‘ Institute, that from 50
chanted "Free,
and.
to 60 percent of this countrys meeting
of the anti—
number
the
‘~1275,"
heterosexuals engage in the same
discrimination
bill.
They
sexual acts which are. illegal
by the
evicted
forcibly
were
in the remaining 37 states...
‘the same sexual acts for which ‘Sargeant—at—Arms and his as—
homosexuals are arrested.Both ‘sistants.
The bill has been endorsed
gays and heterosexuals will
dozens of religious and
‘by
benefit by Supreme Court ac—
‘civic
organizations.
tion,"

OkaYs Gay Sex
(Continued from page 1) than one or. more than five
ntiary
years in the penite
as "any act
of sexual
gratifi—
that.e itto
providesdefens
code ative
‘The
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involving
the
touching
of the sex organs or anus of a is an affirm
s based
e thechargedefend
person, or the breast of a fe— sexual offens
ent
that
age,
on
male."
child
the
ed
believ
ably
Public sexual indecency is reason than the proscribed
a class "A" misdemeanor pun— to be older
when
is trueed only
This involv
ishable up to a year in jail. age. child
twelve
is
the
‘Minors Off Limits"
years
or older.
on sexual
tary
commen
In its
code
new
offense thatlaws,thetheold sodomy
_persons
While ‘over
sex sixteen
relationsarewith
nota notes
guish
to distin
en failed
statut
‘prohibited
by
the
new
code,
non—
and
sual
consen
betwee
series
of
graduated
penalties
te
"devia
sexual
remain for those who dip below ~consensual
subjecs"tingto
thus
ty."
thatSexual
age. relations with per— | activi
‘adult
ting ies as "the
consenpenalt
"two same
the
sons
between
fourteen
and
third. pederast who forcibly sodo—
sixteen
are
considered
‘degree carnal abuse under the mizes a young
es
offens
sexual
r orthe theboy."
new code and are a class "A" Neithe
oiter—
anti—l
es
misdemeanor.
a distincand—
provisionn make
Sexual relations with per— statut
ing
homosexual
sons between elevenand four— tion betwee
in thete
or"devia
sexualmentiobehavi
teen
is
considered
first
de—
hetero
ning
gree
abuseby and
sexualnsactivity."
felonycarnal
punishable
not islessa sectio
Arkansas
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1970s

In mid—1973, it renamed itself the "Queen‘s Den" and made a
play for gay business. It didn‘t catch on with local bar—
‘goers, however, and closed later in 1973. Sometime later, the
For many American cities, the first half of the 1970‘s led
old house it occupied was torn down.
to increased political awareness and activities within their
Another dance bar which opened about the same time was the
gay communities.
In Memphis, this
same
period saw little
It was gay for several
political activity but was instead a time of expanding social _ Hour Glass, at 1418 Jackson Ave.
months during the 1972—73 period before closing and reopening
opportunities.
More than ever before, gay Memphians had a
as a straight bar.
choice of places to go and things to do.
In May of 1973, Johnny Vaughan sold the Psych Out to his
But even these benefits were not gained without struggle.
mother, Katie Vaughan, and Sharon Wray. They legally renamed
the bar the Fruit Jar,but it continued to be popularly known
The Bar Scene
as the Psych Out. Under their management, it attracted an
equal number of gay men and women. After Katie Vaughan‘s
A major part of the city‘s gay life in the 1970‘s centered
death in the Fall of 1975, it was run by Sharon.
around its bars and clubs. By 1970, Memphis had four or five
Also opening during this same period was the Peacock Lounge,
exclusively or predominantly gay establishments.
These in—
located
at 10 N. Cleveland where the Fox had been a couple of
‘cluded the Entre Nuit, which had moved from Bellevue to 265
Lesbians years before. It didn‘t have dancing but featured occasional
S. Cleveland, and the Door at 1786 Madison Ave.
go—go boys and male and female impersonators. Also briefly
patronized the Fox at 10 N. Cleveland
until it — became a
called the Box Office and Cheap Thrills,it lasted for several
straight bar in early 1971.
months before closing later in 1973.
Another newcomer to the 1969—70 bar scene was the Psych
As many other bars opened and quickly closed, the Closet
Out.
The first bar by this name was opened in 1969 by two
thrived. For almost two years, from the Fall of 1972 to the
well known Memphians, Kate and Sarah. It was briefly located
middle of 1974, it was "the" gay establishment in Memphis.
When that
on Bellevue where the ‘old Entre Nuit had been.
The majority of its customers were male, but many lesbians
building was torn down for a parking lot in 1970, the two
by Fred Harris

also patronized it. At its peak it had more than 600 members
paying $25 a year in dues.
~»

women purchased the Red Dog Saloon, a straight bar at 10 N.
Cleveland and renamed it the Psych Out.
Later that same year;, the women sold the Psych Out to Bob
Rabb. He legally renamed it the Red Carpet Lounge and ran it.
for about six months before selling it to John Vaughan on
December 7, 1970.
{
Vaughan named the bar The. Chase Lounge for legal purposes
but it continued to be popularly known as the Psych Out.
f
At roughly the same time, George Wilson rented the Famous
Door on Madison from Kate and Sarah and renamed it The Door.
It started off as a piano bar but late in 1971 began featur«
ing drag shows. This was something of a ‘first‘ for Memphis.
These performances attracted police attention and in late
1971, the club was raided and George and four impersonators
were arrested.
The charges were dismissed by Judge Ray
Churchill but, following. the raid, all of the local . drag
queens were afraid to appear on stage again. This posed prob—
lems, since a show had been widely advertised for the next

evening.,
After it became clear that the regular impersonators were
not going to perform, George s partner, Don Rossingnol scur—
‘ried off to a local women‘s wear store and bought some dresses,
_wigs, and makeup,
That evening he put on a three hour im—

‘promptu show aided only by Melina.
"It was one. of the best. shows we ever. had 80 George says.
"After that performance was completed Wiﬁunt policeinter—
ference, the other performers — returned.
Gay women gained a new gathering place in 1971 when Linda
.But1er opened the Fiesta at 1382 Poplar Ave. This bar served
Manphis lesbians until early 1973 when it was sold and became
< the Patch, a straight bar.. In November of 1973, however, it
~. ‘waspurchased by Bette: Hefner and renamed B.J.‘s Cabaret. She
turned it‘:into a gay bar: for both: men and : women featuring
Ldancing as well as male and. female impersonators.‘
~A popular after—hours gatheringplacewas theOhman,hxxat
‘2158 Union Ave. A straight restaurant during the:. day, it was
‘popular with gays at night.
:
The Closet

_

mem
f

haes

. This de facto. monopoly
private

—club

called

Lamar,near Bellevue.

the

ended

in January of

In—Crowd opened;

it had dancing,

418A!

1974

Located at

}

when a
1209

a piano bar lounge and a

mid-town location. In July of 1974, it closed for —
‘remodeling and reopened as the Score. It became especially

~_convenient

popular, drawing hordes of people each weekend.
f
.~ Vaughan met this competition by closing the Closet in Nov—

ember 1974 and a month later, opening a dance bar called the
Tango Palace. Located at 267 S, Cleveland next to the Entre
«Nuit,it regained the business which the Closet had lost. In
© June 1975 the Score closed
In October 1975, two new dance bars opened the Body Shop
‘at 1350 M
— adison_Avenue and the Rain Check Lounge at 38 S. Wil—
._let.s

That same~~month, a previously

straight go—go lounge,

the Golden Nugget, at 2491 Elvis Presley Blvd., started fea—
On September l7, ‘1972, John-Vaughen opened a priuate gay
‘ club at 112 Jackson, just north of the downtown. Called the. — turing female impersonators and skimpily clad male dancers in
an effort to attract gay business.
Closet,it offered set—ups and room for members to keep their
The two new dance bars found a welcome reception among
liquor bottles. More importantly, it offered regular gay
Memphis gays and the Rain Check Lounge became especially pop —
dancing, the first ‘time this had been available in the city
of Memphis.
‘In November of 1972,this right was chdﬂfnged when several
vice squad agents entered the private club. They watched for
‘half an hour without interfering as gay couples "fast danced"
but
several male couples "slow danced" cheek to cheek,
.they moved in.
Ten persons were arrested for "lewdness."
~.. Those arrested were immediately bailed out by Closet owner
"Johnny ‘Vaughan and the case went to court,. After nine months
_of legal dickering, says Vaughan, the city acknowledged that
there was no law prohibiting dancing between persons of the
~same sex.Gay people in Memphis had finally won the right to

legally ‘dance together in their bars and clubs.
During the months leading up to and following this ruling,
other Memphis gay establishments began to also permit dancing.
(This included a couple of new gay bars which seemed to have

'*opened largely to offer this new activrty.
~A One such bar was the previously straight K—Y—I Lounge,
located at 44 N."
a block south of the Psych Out.

ular. On December 6, 1976,however, the Rain Check Lounge was
damaged and closed by an unknown arsonist
Throughout the early and mid—1970‘s, a herd instinct pre—
vailed among Memphis bar goers, with a single
establishment
drawing the lion‘s share of the lucrative weekend business.
The gravy was passed around — from the Psych Out to the Clo—
set to the Score to the Tango Palace to the Rain Check — but
‘Memphis remained a "one bar‘ town.
Black Gays
During the 1970‘s the public accommodation laws had their
‘efféct on the bar scene and more and more blacks frequented
the largely white gay establishments.
Some white gays wel—
comed this development and racially mixed couples on and off
‘<the dance floor became a not uncommon sight. — Other white
homosexuals, including a couple of bar owners, were unhappy
(Continued on page 12)
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A First Step
At least one southern state has finally entered the
twentieth century as far as gay people are concerned. With
the passage of its new Criminal Code legalizing consensual
homosexual activity, Arkansas has shown that the South
needn‘t always be last to do the right thing.
From a national — standpoint, Arkansas‘ new code is . hardly
unique. Since 1970, a dozen other states have removed anti—
quated sodomy laws from their criminal codes. Still others,
including Iowa and Massachusetts, are expected to take sim—
ilar action soon. Indeed, any state currently
its
criminal code would be bucking the trend not torevising
ditch its
19th century sex morality laws.
The new Arkansas code is not without flaws. Its anti—
loitering provision could easily
be used to harass gays and
their bars. While homosexuals are not specifically
in the "deviate sexual activity" clause, there can mentioned
be little
doubt for whom it is intended.
i
Also, it would be a mistake to assume that the new code
signals any increased acceptance of homosexuality
Arkan—
sas. At best,it is a realistic acknowledgement thatby the
old
law was unenforc1b1e and reflected poorly on the state.Prej——
Arkansas—
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a letter castigatlng me for printing
a story about (as he described it)
"five drunks,
some
of
whom were on ‘drag,‘
bitching about being arrested becausej
they had tried to pick up vice squad detectives." This let—
ter was anonymous. ‘ The writer has, of course, already tried
and convicted the men. He thinks
that they were "making
fools out of themselves."
I‘m sorry.
But I respect these men a lot more than I do
the writer of the letter.
These men had the courage to tell
Memphis police that "sure I‘m gay, and I‘m not afraid."
The
writer was afraid to reveal his idenity even to me.
He reminds me of an ostrich with his head in the sand...
hoping that the staring eyes will somehow go away.0f course,
when you have your head in the sand guess what‘s way up
there...waving in the breeze.
No matter how effeminate a homosexual might be,hé doesn‘t
I

recently
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find
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things

udice against homosexuals still runs strong in the Razorback
state, as it does throughout the South.
M
Still, Arkansas‘ legalization of private homosexual acts
is an important first step. It stands in stark contrast to
the shameful sodomy law which continues to pollute the Ten—.
nessee criminal code.
— FH

received

‘have to be a sissy. He can fight for what he believes. He
can get what he wants.
A group of gay people decided that they wanted a church
in Memphis where they could worship in an unashamed way. They
wanted a church that they could attend and still be gay. They
are getting it with the MCC.
Another group wants a cousciousness raising group for gay
males to help with coming out problems. I think they‘ll get
it.
Self respect and determination. Being gay does not mean
that you accept the dregs, You decide what you want...what‘s
important...and then work for it.
Yes, it‘s going to be a good year. Wait and see.
— GP

Freedom is a word we hear a lot these days. Everyone is
talking about wanting "their" freedom, a personal statement
about a personal kind of freedom. The only thing I see in all
this talk is that somehow the real idea has become out of
focus., What is the price of my freedom? Where does it begin;
where does it end? _
>
f
The price of my freedom is the price IL. am willing to pay
‘for yours — it is the only way . I will ever understand the
value of my freedom. It begins where your freedom begins,
with self, and ends where your toes are. I may never obtain
my freedom at your expense, I may not extend my freedom to
abuse yours.
If I am not willing to fight for your freedom,
then I, myself, can never be free — for all that enslaves
.you holds me in bondage.
s
High—minded philosophy? Not on your life!
Mr. Doctor...
Mr. Teacher, whenever a "drag queen" is harrassed and beaten,
YOUR FREEDOM IS IN DANGER. Ms. Lawyer.. .Ms. General Manager,
whenever the "baths" are raided, YOUR FREEDOM IS IN DANGER.
Oh no, you say — OH YES — for history has
proven it again
and again.
f
When any person of any community refuses to fight for the
rights of the whole
community, refuses to protect the free—
dom of the whole community — then — brothers and sisters,
who will hear YOURcry when the oppressors come for YOU?
It is time for our community to understand
that no laws
will change,no social ideas will change unless we are willing
to fight for those changes together.
There will be no free—
dom for me if I will not fight the battle for your freedom.
Many doors have been kicked down by ‘the boots of tyranny
and discrimination.
AND SOME OF THEM WERE CLOSET DOORS!!!
(Reprinted from The Channel;

Dallas,

Texas; October 1975.)
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Major

Struggle

Underway

passed the House and Senate
overwhelmingly in October.
Later that month, Governor
Shapp vetoed SB 196.
The fight is far from over.
A fantastically strong effort
is being made to override
Governor Shapp‘s veto. If his
veto is overridden, gays will
be barred from employment as:
teachers and police officers,
and from working with the
mentally ill, mentally re—
tarded, and persons confined
in penal, reform, and correc—
tional institutions in Penn—
sylvania. Such a veto over—
‘ride would not only affect
Pennsylvania, but would send
‘shock waves across the nation,
affecting the prospects for
passage of all anti—discrimi—
nation legislation (especial
ly coming on the heels of
ERA defeats in neighboring
New Jersey and New York.)
SB 196 is a sexually re—
pressive
and unconstitutional
b] at? bill which
discriminates
against all unmarried people,
both homosexual and hetero—
sexual. The disqualifying,
criterion set up by the bill
is "deviate sexual inter—
course." This is oral or anal
intercourse performed by all
people,
lesbians not
. just
Not gayonlymen and,
are‘

by Barrett‘L, Brick

not arguing against gender
lwo infants in a hospital:
Pennsylvania has
rapidly
But I am hoping that
"Are you a girl baby or a boy. change.
heated up as a major battle—
people who ponder such sur—
baby?" "I‘m not
sure. They
ground for gay liberation. On
gery will weigh the decision
only have my first initial on
April
23,
Governor
Milton
carefully, to be
sure
that < Shapp
this
cheap,
junk jewelery
issued
an executive
this is what they really want
bracelet." ‘"You‘re a girl."
order barring discrimination
and
will continue to want.
A passerby and a young,
in state
employment on the
I would
like to see
the
ground of
"affectional
or
mother:
‘"My, that‘s a .beau—
day when we can speak of men
sexual
preference,"
which
tiful baby you have
there."
and women without branding.
has been actively enforced
‘"Oh, that‘s nothing — you should
Perhaps we can come up with
(Governor Shapp, by the way,
see his photograph."
new terms, such as souls and
is a candidate
for the Demo—
Society, I think, is
the
cratic presidential nomina—
culprit in both scenes.
"The, spirits, which would not con—
note
feminine or masculine
Tribe," so shapes our identi—
tion).
After
the
executive
traits.
order was
issued,
however,
ties that most people conform
Shakespear may have had
to the roles they are expected
State Representative W.
Wil—
this
reform in mind when he * liam Wilt began a legislative
to play.
"The Herd," pres—
spoke
through a character in
sures for the good
image and
fight to nullify the order.
the play, Henry VI: "His sub—
makes it hard for individuals
Though most of
the anti—gay
For what
stance is not here.
to be themselves.
f
bills and amendments that were
you see is but the smaller
Society glorifies the macho
introduced were
blocked by
‘part and least proportion of
hero and the fragile
flower.
successful lobbying, an anti—
humanity."
But few people
resemble the
gay rider to Senate Bill
196
masculine or feminine
ideals
of the magazine ads and
TV
commercials.
v
|
Yet most of us get along,
with the attitude:
"If it
works, don‘t fix it."
In some
instances, people
(Editor‘s note: The following
Here are the
first occat—
are rejected in their gender
is the opinion of the author
sional "Lady Jane" awards for
roles — by society
and by
and
in no way reflects the
outstanding ‘performance.!
themselves.
If rejection is
feelings of GAIETY or it‘s
Fifth place — " The Body
coupled with a positive desire.
staff.,
We hope:
that it will
Shop." They had a tree.
to change gender, the result
be taken in the light hearted
Fourth place — " B.J.‘s "
is transexuality.
‘manner in which it is printed.
All
I could
think of was
Pennsylvania state legislators
What most needs changing , Written response to this ar—
chicken feathers.
attempting
to legislate
the
is probably not genders, but
ticle, as all others, is wel—
Third place — "Entree Nuit."
sexuality
of
certain
selected
the intolerant, ignorant at—
comed.)
Mr. Epps carried the
tradi—
state employees, but they are
titudes of many "normal" peo—
tional Christmas theme out in
also
infringing on the consti—»
ple.
Americans, long known for
a way I‘ve never seen before.
tutional
rights of privacy and
How many things
can most their plasticity abroad, cel—
Using original
artifacts of
free
speech.
men do that most women cannot?
‘ebrate their more auspicious
early Americana,
he
trans—
Simultaneously, Senate Bill
And, vice . versa.
Males and
holidays by festooning
their
formed the waiting room for
743
has been introduced, partly
females are much more alike
dwellings with tinsel
trap—
Forest Lawn East into Santa‘s:
‘
in‘
a ‘callous divide—and—con—
than different.
Aside from a
pings and neon nic—nacs. Why,
little workshop.
And that‘s
quer
attempt. This bill would
few body parts and functions,
I don‘t know.
Someday I hope
a hard Nuit to crack. The lit—
bar
411
homosexuals———whether
women and men can be compared
‘to patent an all weather tab—
tle helpers were
the
or
not
they
are convicted un—
rather than contrasted.
leau of the
Immaculate Con—
fairies moving.
A patchwork
«der
Pennsylvania‘s
sex crimes
It would be a rare person
ception.
The working
title
effect was achieved by draping
_statutes———from
employment
in
who did not have any traits
for the project is "A Christ—
cedar limbs from the ceiling,
the previously enmmerated areas
that supposedly belong to the
mas Fantasy — What everywo—
around the bar, and (refusing
«of state employment,while only
"opposite" sex
man dreams ofiIn‘keeping with
to stop one iota this side of
barring
the employment of
In heaven,Jesus said, there
the holioay season, I visited
gauche) a
large growth was
heterosexuals
who have been
is no male or female.The most
all
the gay bars in town ex—
placed
in the middle
"so
convicted.
Additionally,
desirable element in any per—
cept
expressly to
Carol Burnett.
_
the
definition
of
a sex crim—
son is probably guts — not sex
judge
the Christmas
decora—
Second place — "The — Rain—
‘inal
is
more
inclusive
in SB
organs.
tions.
Stunning
isn‘t
the
check Lounge." Mike and the
743
than
in
SB
196,
and
ex—
Don‘t get me wrong.
‘word.
girls
did wonders with what
penalties to those
they must have dragged out of
who are
convicted of hiring
a musty old attic. Now we can
anyone barred by the bill. In
all say we‘ve seen red in the
other words, if SB 743 passes,
Raincheck. Color co—ordination
people will have
to prove
is so much simpler when there
their heterosexuality (assum—‘
is only one color. The total
ing it
could be done)
in
effect
was
early
hunting
order to be hired.
lodge. Lots of balls, no ant—
Prize: A bird dog and
lers.
Predestination
two pigeons.
There once was a boy
First place —
‘"The
Psych
who knew what he wanted
Out."
It was a little girl
every whit detailed
fantasy.
Someone‘s Freudian
slip is showing.
"Yes, Vir—
There once was a boy
ginia,
There
is
a
Santa
who dreamed fantasies
Clause."
There are
lots of
of everlasting love
Santa Clauses.
And they were
all lit up down at the P. O.
The head Santa even had a pa—
There once was a boy
per bow in its hair.
Prize:
‘who found a flaw
ANTEGRIT
A parking lot, a pink limou—
in everyone who cared
sine, and a backseat full of
GAY EPISCOPAL FORUM
little girls.
And this boy lived his life
Duss and 10 issues of PORUM, $10
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
And,
may
in loneliness
your special guy turn out to
and died.
Tony Knox
be a fag.
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Gay

Material

Being

Sought

Two New York City
yay ac—
tivists are in the process of
compiling a national resource
list of gay dramatic material.
Loretta Lotman, former
Media
Director of the National
Gay
Task
Force, and Owen Wilson,
current
Co—Director
of
the
Mattachine
Society of
New
York, are collaborating on the
project
to improve
interest
in "gay for gay"‘ theatre
of—
ferings .
"Gay theatre is
happening
in
many
places
around
the
country," according
to Owen,
who
is also
a
professional
actor. "Yet, because we don‘t
know about
available scripts
shows, people in
or produced
rarely
get to see
one
city

Atlanta

Hire

Gay

Commissioner

Cops,
Gay

Will

people will be

hired

At

Says

the same meeting,

Eaves

as police officers in Atlanta,
Public Safety Commissioner A.
Reginald Eaves said at a Sex—

also
announced
that
a
gay
sensitivity
training program
is being
implemented for At—

ual Privacy Project Panel Dis
cussion
sponsored
by
the
State Bar of Atlanta.

> lanta police
officers.
This
step had earlier
been recom—
mended by the Atlanta
Human

This statement was made in" Relations Commission. Commis—
response to a
question as to
sion head, Bill Smith, who is
whether he would object to gay
also the
editor of the BARB,
people being
employed as law
had
submitted
a
tentative
enforcement
personnel by the
training
program
city, the
Atlanta
gay news—
The Atlanta
Community Re—
paper, the BARB reports.
lations Commission had called
"I have
no
problem
with
for the sensativity training
that,"‘ Eaves said of the pros—
after meeting with both local
pect of

gay

officers in At—

lanta.

gays and members of the police
department.
'

Why not?

what‘s
happening
elsewhere.
This : material must be avail—
able
to
lend
strength
to
others, to help evolve a sol—

BUY A CLASSIFIED ADI
tell those you love how you feel

id gay identity in theatre."
Anyone
with
knowledge of
gay
scripts, skits, or dance

tell those you don‘t love how you feel

pieces are
asked to contact:
Lesbian and
Gay Male Theatre

o e e o sell what you have but no longer want

Resources, c/o Mattachine So—
ciety, 59 Christopher Street,

e o e o ask if anyone has what you‘re looking for

New York,

Shriver

NY 10014.

Submitted
material
will
mot be reproduced or performed
theatrically.

The purpose of

this
project
list of what

is to compile a
is available in

Classified rate is $2 for the first 20 words, 10 cents a
word thereafter., Send your ad, along with your money or
check, to:
GAIETY, P.O. Box 3620, Memphis, Tn. ‘38103.
(P.S.

gay theatre.
A finished copy
of the resource
list will be

Keep it clean, please!)

sent to those who respond.

In

Now

Favor Of

Gay Rights Bill
Democratic presidential
candidate H. Sargent Shriver
has announced that he supports
gay civil rights and would
supportthe anti—discrimination
bill now in Congress, the Bos—
ton—based newspaper, GAY COM—
MUNITY NEWS says.
i
Shriver‘s statement came in
response to a question at a
meeting of black leaders in
the Roxbury district of Boston,
the NEWS reports.He was asked
if he favored including the
term "affectional preference"
to the Civil Rights Act and,
what he would do if elected
‘to aid the Abzug bill.
"It‘s fine with me," Shri— .
ver replied. "There‘s no rea—
‘son to deny homosexuals civil
rights. Of the Abzug bill,
which would prevent discrim—
ination against gays in em—
ployment housing, and public
. accommodations, he also said,
"It‘s fine with me."
Shriver ‘s
statements
in
Boston mark a dramatic change
in his attitude toward ~gays —
In 1972, when he was running
for vice—president with George
McGovern, he refused,. to dis—
cuss homosexual
issues with
gay activists who confronted
him and was reportedly heard
to say, "To hell with gay peo—
ple."
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Jamie

Chambers

Wins

Miss

Tennessee

Topping
off
a
gala
—two
night pageant, Jamie Chambers
of Knoxville was crowned Miss
Gay
Tennessee.
held
annually

The pageant,
by
George‘s

Theatre Lounge,

included six—

teen

contestants

and

seven

entertainers.
Jamie
Chambers, sponsored
by The Carousel in Knoxville,
said
later that he had
been
doing
female
‘for some
five

impersonation
years but did

not really
expect to win the
Tennessee title.
He had been
hoping, however, for the Best
Costume award as a tribute to
a friend, designer Bill Comp—
ton, who lost his job because
of sexual orientation.
Jamie Chambers

of Knoxville accepts

Dennis, Miss Gay Tennessee,

her trophy

from Kerry

1975.

Sus.

Don Rossingnol, Master of Ceremonies, joins the chorus in an
opening production number on the last night of the pageant.

Jamie
accepted the trophy
in an outfit of white crepe—
back satin with a
chiffon
jacket adorned with rhine—
stones, cutwork, and a wired
stand—out hem.
His
greatest
goal
is to be a good enter—
tainer, he stated, but Jamie
has no desire to become a
woman.
The Miss
Tennessee title
carried a trophy and $250.00
prize.
First
runner—up,
Amber St. Clair,
received a
trophy
and
$150.
Second
runner—up, Regina Rae,received
a trophy and $50.
Jamie
also captured
the
Best Costume aware and Best
Talent went to Don Michelle
of Nashville.
Don Rossingnol, partner in
the lounge at 1786 Madison,

Ab“;"4-5.\Li

And
congratulations
to
Sharon Wray for being named
Athletic Director
for the
Queen‘s Men. She hasn‘t made
any definite plans yet, but
chances are she‘s working on
an opportunity for the girls
to get even with the Queen‘s,
Men for the football defeat
in October.
'
FLASH! The Queen‘s Men have
‘amended
their constitution.
to —allow those of the female
gender (girls, that is) to be—
come full—fledged active mem—
If you‘re interested,
bers.
‘contact any Queen‘s Men mem—
ber.
‘_

Mark of Memphis has left
town to tour east Tennessee.
‘He‘s booked
in Knoxville at
the Europa and later will be
«at the Powder Puff in Chat—
:tanooga.

five finalists for Miss Gay Tennessee 1976, Christine,
The
Jamie Chambers, Regina Rae, Amber St. Clair, and Don Michelle
await the all important final decision.

Contestants for Miss Gay Tennessee,
Meredith Hutton
Angela Saunders
Christ ine
Brandy Lee
Tiffan y Blair
Regina Rae
Don Mi chelle
Julita
Shelby Hopper
Lady F abre
Jo Ann
Liz
Belle Starr
14. Jamie Chambers
15. Laura Lee Love
16. Amber St. Clair

Robe of— ob
w N 1 O w c \ o &u p u ~ t
so % 0k s

The Psych Out threw its
regular "yearly appreciation
bash" on December 28. Sharon
Wray says that this is her way
to get rid of the year‘s "ex—
cess profits."

Memphis
Knoxville
Memphis
Memphis
Memphis
Nashville
Nashville
Chattanooga
Memphis
Chattanooga
Memphis
Memphis
Memphis
Knoxville
Memphis
Chattanooga

1976

Body Shop
Europa
Entre Nuit
Queen‘s Men
Other Side
Go—Go Club
Powder Puff

Carousel
Entre Nuit

‘Tracy Lee, Miss Gay Kentucky
during the
1975, entertains
ee
Miss Gay Tenness
pageant.

served as Masterof Ceremonies
December 13
pageant
for the
contestants
The
14.
and
labored through categories of
poise (which included make—up
sportswear,
and hair—do) ,
evening wear, and talent.
provide
In an attempt to
—
contest
treatment for
equal
state,
from the entire
ants
from each
judges were named
of the four major cities,
The judges were:John Epps,
Entre Nuit,
Memphis;
Harold
Glass,
Carousel,
Knoxville;
Aaron Powers, Other Side and
The Jungle,
Nashville;
and
Bill
Morris,
Powder
Puff
Lounge, Chattanooga.
Miss Gay Tennessee has been
held at George‘s for the past
two years.
Prior to that it
was
presented in Nashville.
The winner of the
Tennessee
title will be sponsored by
George‘s
Theatre
Lounge
in
the Miss Gay America
Pageant
later this year.
The 16 con—
testants
reflected a
slight
increase
over last year‘s
‘pageant which had 14 contest—
ants.
A varied line—up of talent
was
presented between cate—
gories of competition both
evenings .
The
performers
included
Tara: Wells,
Rene,
and Billie Jo,all of Memphis.
Tracy Miss Gay Kentucky 1975)
Michelle
Marie
(Miss
Gay
Memphis 1974), and Roski Fer—
nandez (Miss Gay Atlanta) also
starred ingest performances.
Kerry Dennis, the retiring
Miss Gay Tennessee 1975, per—
formed a stirring selection,
"For Once in My Life" as her
swan song
immediately before
ering
surrend
her crown.
Don Rossingnol
expressed
special thanks to Sam Gray for
help with the lighting, Dennis
Massey for staging,Jerry Hamm,
the bartender, for — general
principles.He also recognized
Norma
Christine, Miss
Gay
America 1972, who was present
and Michelle from Dallas.
He
concluded
his recognitions
with
appreciation
to his
"lover, husband, and partner,
George Wilson."
The pageant was attended by
a capacity crowd. Press rep—
resentatives
included GAIETY
staff and Larry Foster of the
Atlanta BARB.
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Local
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MCC

Study

Growing

Group

"Like New

Baby"

Gay

Community

News

We are
developing like a
Serving gay men and women with:
mew baby.‘ We have everything
it
takes to begin to estab—
. Usually
when people think
NEWS — FEATURES — OPINION
g
lish
a warm, solid unit. This
of a church, they
think .of a
will be a base
from which we
minister, organist, and choir
can
grow
and
develop.
Don‘t
in a beautiful
edifice
with
Mail to:
let
our
lack
of
a
nice
build—
all the trappings that go with
410 weeks
ing rob you of this added en—
GCN Subscriptions
25 weeks
it. But any church (including
richment to your life.
52 weeks .
the
Metropolitan
Community
Dept. E—82
—
Our
meetings
are
held
at
Church) starts
with yjust
a
22 Bromfield Sireei
on ‘Sundays at 224 N.
handful of people meeting in‘ 3 p.m.
Boston, Mass. 02108
Watkins.
The mailing address
homes or bars or anywhere...
All subscriptions sent in sealed,
Community
is
Metropolitan
no—peek envelopes. Make check or
just to get started.
money order payable to "GCN."
Church
Study
Group,
P.
O0.
Box
So the MCC has
started in
Do NOT send cash through the
3538, Memphis 38103.
Next we
mail. Prices are for subscriptions
Memphis and in just one month
subscﬁpﬁons (in USA)
delivered in USA. write for lorelgn
hope
to have . telephone ser—
we‘re averaging about 20 peo—
rates
vice.
Peace and Love
in the
ple.
The
first meeting was
New Year.
held on December 14 to intro—
duce
the Church and
inform
people about what it can offer
"Best
little
Boy" Traces
Gay
to the gay community in Mem—
phis .
brothers, friends and fellow
\_
On December 21, the Reverend
that he was dating
‘Jim Snow, Associate Pastor of
and sleeping with girls. He
to..
MCC, Atlanta, visited us
went so far as to spend a
give added support to our en—
night out of the dorm by Him—
deavor.
At that time we held
self and pretend he had been
our first worship service and
with a girl. He avoided like
celebrated communion together .
the plague anything remotely
Two. worship coordinators were
concerned , with homosexuality
The BLBITW was very suc—
appointed to conduct the ser—
hlS parents
cessful at his pretense. He
vices and maintain records"
fooled his family, friends,
and
finances.
Mr. Snow sug—
when he was a child.
and his co—workers, but he
During these eleven years
‘gested that for the present, ‘defense was
couldn‘t fool himself.
He
‘"the BLBITW became a frenetic
‘we have a rap session every
couldn‘t,
no
matter
how
he
overachiever
—
excelling
in
Sunday followed by communion.
tried,
change
his
feelings.
high
school,
college
and
his
The December 29 meeting
work at IBM so that his lack He was very lonely. So at the
was a rap about being authen—
of interest in girls would age of twenty—three, after e—
tic to ourselves and others.
of silence, he
not
be noticed. He even pre—
January 4 included a rap about
told
one
friend
and then an—
tended
to
his
fraternity
loneliness.
by Charlene Taylor

Manig Gram/1
the author
of The Best
Little
The Best
Little
BoyNewinYork,
the "Boy
in
the
World,
explain
his workers
World,
John
Reid,
attitude
during
the
eleven
Putnam, 1973.
_years
that
he
.
spent
in"his
lonely
closet,
eleven
years
by Anne Stevens
during
which
Ke
did
every—
thing possible
to could
denylive
his
"By poignantly
the age of aware
thirteenof.I gayness
so
that
he
was
up to theBoy title
ofWorld"
"The Best
what
I was. byI wasyoung
powerfully
Little
in
the
be—
attracted
male
skowed on him by
bodies. Imy wasinnera homosexual
shell ofI
impregnable.
had
found
outelseaboutwouldmyself,
but
no
one
ever
find
out
as
long
as
I
lived.
That
stigmawereand thekeeping
it
amental
secret
funda—
. leven years
core ofmy mind."
These words by John Reid,
other
about
himself.

All—Female World
The Female Man,
Russ, Bantam, $1.25a

Joanna

Depicted

and three protagonistsJ‘ Most

important is Janet Evason and
her world, Whileaway. Let her
tell it;: "I was born on ®
by Martha Brummett
farm on Whileaway.My mother‘
Expandedfrom the author‘s name was Eva, my other nmn
ther‘s
name
Alicia. I‘ve
Hugo
Award—winning
story,
worked in the mines, on the
"When It Changed," this novel
radio network, on a milk farm,
is the best speculation so
far on the possibilities of a a vegetable farm, and for six
true women‘s society.
' weeks as a librarian after I
The hinge—point is alter, broke my leg. At thirty I
nate realities, the timeworn« ‘bore Yuriko Janetson...I have
yet
still viable ldea of been Safety Officer for the
"parallel universes." In this county,a position I have held
case there are three worlds now for six years.I‘ve super—
(QESMQAS/ VY)

Si

—>

Mood

ally wor $, //iz

In

Novel

¥ised the digging of fire
trails, delivered babies,
fixed machinery, and milked
more cows than I wish I knew
existed. I love my daughter.
I love my famil (there are
nineteen of us.) I love my
wife (Vittoria). I‘ve fought
four duelso I‘ve killed four
Simes.
The other protagonists are
wsannine Dadier, from an A—
merica that, though never
having a Hitler to contend
with,had never recovered from
the first great depression;
and Joanna Russ herself, from
‘our America and our reality.
"New Genre"
The story line twists like,
the Gordian knot from view,
point to viewpoint, world to
world, finally braiding itself
into a firn strand of up—
lifting hope for the three
protagonists, who are Every—
woman...who is us.
In an interview for "Ver—
tex," after the Hugo and be—
fore The Female Man, Russ
spoke of the prejudice to—
wards women science—fiction
‘writers and of its inevitable
cease when more women regd
and write science—fiction. It
will be a new and different
approach, almost a new genre,
as different from the preval—
‘ent male vision as Wuthering
Heights is from the Leather,
stocking novels. This book
proves it.

His
friends were
understanding
‘and accepting.He slowly began
to emerge from his closeted
existence;
"I decided that being gay
wasn‘t a problem, it was
just the way I was. And I
decided that I hadn‘t been
particularly unhappy before
— no one is happy all the
time, and a little unkappi—
ness can be a meaningful
human thing — and I decided
that I was not going to be
unhappy in the future., I
would make do with what I
had, which was quite a lot,
when I thought about it."
The rest of the book is an
honest, touching, and at times
quite humorous account of the
author‘s life and experiences
after coming out. It explores
his relationships with his
friends, both straight and
gay, lovers, his boss, co—
workers and family.
The last line in the book
relates to his parent‘s at—
titude after he came out. They
told him that as far as they
were concerned, he was still
the "Best Little Boy in the
World."
f
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Often.

More

centuries the academy

the awareness that more

‘straights

and —

more

right with the world.

generations

of

straight academicsare now en—
lightened
by mild
doses of
psychological
liberalism.
Straights
now sometimes even
tolerate
our
few accidental

for

"moral

turpitude."

media have helped by defining
our place. We and the general

gay persons could be accepted
professionally
at any level:
complete
invisibility.
Gay

public
have
been
told that
gays cannmow frequent clubs of
The impression is
our
own.

men ad women have been forced

.that there is now less risk of

to
pass as
straights.
Our
unique sexual orientation has

blackmail when academics dis—
creetly go to such places.

been shoved into a closet.
Many
of us
have learned

have

thus to survive,

even to pre—

gay.
By playing the game of
invisibility we have held eve—
ry possible position of lead—
ership;
we
have
been major

Some

straights

one
‘self,

in every discipline.

of

us

have

Some

even grown smug

States

often

constant is

learn

too

passing,

closeting, wearing the heter—

Quizzed

mask,

From the
Anglo—Saxon hal
derived the three modern

English words
(healthy),

whole, .

and holy.

hale

So much

is
sexuality a part of one‘s
wholeness that some of us are
now
questioning
whether
we
can

ever

be

hale, much less

we

the game it—

invisibility,

osexual

is really

it so good,

late
the
sexual politics of
the game of invisibility. The

forces in the arts,in litera—
gy,

argue that
had

that we now even have
power.
Many
straights
concur, even
saying
that
gays
have
too
much
power,
that
too
many:
bosses
are
gay
and
that

ture,in science,

in technolo—

gays

never

are

that all

Than

The

in
the
West
has made quite
clear the only terms on which

vail, some of us even to for—
get,
except for very frantic
moments, .that
we really are

Traumatic

with

lapses into public visibility.
Furthermore, there seem to be
fewer scandals, fewer arrests

by Louie Crew
For
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Academic

reassuring.

on Gay

holy,
so long as the academy
and the society require our
sexual invisibility.
While straights themselves
have a very unimpressive re—
cord of establishing publicly
their wholeness, their situa—
tion is not exactly parallel
to that of gays. In the West—
ern culture most people as—

Hiring

Policies

about. This bill would make ming meof recent developments
(Continued from page 2)
discrimination against per— designed to protect the rights
each legislative session rec—
sons
because of their sexual. of gays. I will certainly
— ommending
additions to the
orientation
illegal
in a take these developments into
‘types < of illegal ‘discrinmi—
number
of
areas,
including
consideration when this matter
mation ‘practices. I ‘personally
‘employment, housing, and pub—
hope that one day there will
is, reviewed here in South
be no ‘need for«legislation of: lic accommodations. If this
Dakota."
Richard F. Kneip,
bill is passed by the Gen— Governor.
this kind. Until then, how—
.
Vermont:
"Under our State
ever, it appears that legis— ‘eral Court, I expect to sign
it."
Michael‘
S. Dukakis,
lation is the only answer."
Civil Service laws,discrim—
Governor.
George R. Ariyoshi, Governor.
ination against individuals
Michigan: "I am totally for any reason involving per—.
Illinois:
"Illinois
has
been the leader in this nation , cognizant of many areas of sonal freedoms is illegal and
discrimination which are not subject to appeal by the of—
in repealing archaic criminal
laws ‘that unnecessarily in— yet considered unlawful. I fended party, There is simi—
can appreciate the position larly no Vermont—based gay
‘fringed upon private behavior.
Governor Shapp has taken in organization which has claimed
‘"As a crecent
Time «article
committing his administration its membership has been dis—
stated,; eleven states have
to equal
opportunity
for criminated against in either
followed the lead of Illinois
in repealing their anti—sodomy homosexuals" William G. Mil—
the private or public sector.
liken, Governor.
#1
laws. Illinois lawmakers will
To raise the issue in Vermont
New Mexico:
‘"New Mexico would be to create an issue
constantly review its criminal
State Government : has never
‘law so as to insure ‘that it
in Vermont." Joseph Jamele, Jr.,
solicited,nor has used infor—
Executive Assistant to the
‘properly reflects the desire
of its citizens as to what mation on an individual‘s sex—
Governor.
d
Washington:
‘"The State of
conduct should, be regulated." ual orientation as a criteria
for or against employment,. Washington is indeed concern—
Stephen J. Teichner, Assist—
Jerry ‘Apodaca, Governor.
—
ed about this area (discrimi—
ant to ‘the Governor.
}
Oklahoma:
"Governor Boren nation
sexual:
because of
Maine: ‘IL appreciate very
orientation.) In fact, legis—
much knowing that Governor has received your letter and
lation creating a new crimi—
‘Shapp has committed his admin— has asked me to assist him by
responding
.
in:regard,
to
dis—
nal
code was recently adopt—
istration to work towards the.
crimination
©".against
people
ed
by
the 1975 legislature
discrimination
‘end < of all
solely
because
of
their
sexual
which
we
feel makes real prog—
against people solely because
I
of their® sexual orientation.. orientation. ‘The Governor is — ‘ress in this direction.
Please know that ending dis— also — concerned over these
have asked our Department of
like
crimination
and
extending matters. — Individuals
Personnel to look into ° this
human rights is an important you, expressing their thoughts,
situation,
to determine if
furnish information and in—
matter and in that regard, we
«discrimination
does exist,
sight into areas on which the
will be studying your —inter—
and to report back to me on
Governor and his staff are
‘ests." Sincerely,
James E.
the . necessity of issuing an
working for the improvement
Longley (Governor).
Executive Order." Daniel J.
our state." William E.
Massachusetts:
"I intend ‘of
Evans, Governor.
r
Foster, Administration Ass‘t.
to meet my
constitutional
Wisconsin: "As far as Wis—
obligation and protect the
Oregon: "The State of Ore—
‘consin is concerned,
sexual
rights. of all citizens of gon does not consider the
orientation is not a consid—
Massachusetts.
The General
question of sexual orientation
eration in the hiring, fir—
in the hiring of state em—
‘Court of ‘.Massachusetts has
ing or promotion of state
under. ‘consideration a bill: ployees." Bob Straub, Gover— employees. If there are any
that would address certain‘ nor. |
exceptions to that general
aspects of the problems that
South Dakota: "Thank you
rule, I do not know of them."
your — — group
for your recent letter infor—
Ais concerned
Patrick J. Lucey, Governor.

Openness

sume that a person has a het—
erosexual orientation unless
he indicates otherwise.
The
price for indicating other—
wise remains typically the
complete disenfranchisement,
the removal of the offending
gay from the academy. Merely
to assert that one is gay has
been taken regularly as a ra—
dical confrontation worthy if
not of medieval torture, at
least of absolute oblivion.
Very recent history reminds
us that the Nazis baked gays
by the thousands and that a
morally bankrupt academy (not
to mention Judaism and Chris—
tianity) has yet to raise
even a whimper of protest.
Small wonder,
then, that
so many gays accept invisibi—
lity.
Gays have played the
game so long that there is
very little gay community,
almost no gay family. Despite
the stingiest estimate that
close to two in ten of all
persons have had some gay
sexual encounters, most gays,
like most straights,get their
verbalized understanding of
their gay experiences from
books written by straights.
Such is the censorship in the
so—called helping professions
that even now a candidly gay
identity will bring dismissal.
‘from
almost
any graduate
school of psychology, social
work, psychiatry, or the pas—
toral ministry.
The few gay
writers who do gain accep—
tance are often those that
either reaffirm theories of
straights or otherwise serve

straights‘
prurient enter—
tainment. ;
It seems time that all of
us, gays and straights alike,
proclaimed that the very re—
quirement of invisibility is
the real perversion, One has
absolutely no responsibility
as to what activates his body
chemistry, but must be allow,
ed every responsibility about
the way in which he treats
persons to whom he is attrac—
ted.
&
As a gay professor, I feel
an obligation to free straight
colleagues and students from
their logical misconceptions
about my sexual identity.
A
five—minute statement at the
beginning of the term is suf—
ficient, I° feel no need to
indulge in long accounts of
my personal sexuality.
Yet
so much is passion — includ—
ing sexual , passion — a part
of my learning experience and
judgment that I feel my stu—
(Continued on page 10)
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"Coming

Out"

(Continued from page 9)
dents
right

and
colleagues have a
to
know the source of

my biases. Just as important,
my own growth as a whole per—
son demands such clarity.
It
is not as if sexuality
is
really
forbidden
in the
classroon,
particularly
for
those of us who teach litera—
ture.,
I
could
hardly teach
most literary works adequate,
ly without references to sex,
both
gay
and straight. Par—
ticularly
vicious
has
been
the
systematic way in which

Can

Bring

the theme "Scholarship and
the Gay Academic Experience."
Such dialogues are beginning
all over the country. The
call is clearly for sexual
honesty,
from straights and
gays alike. To reveal a hid—
den
sexual
identity with
pride is tantamount to saying
""I have my guts on the table;
where are yours?" The result,
it is to be hoped, will be
discovery, not just more pow—
er politics.
«—
Gay intellectual honesty
is one of the first good
breezes in the rancid air of
the academy in years.
It
‘could well open many new dis—
‘cussions about sexuality and
the total human experience
for decades.
At the very
least, thousands of other gay.
brothers and sisters in the
academy and elsewhere may not
need to remain lonely,aliena—
ted, and afraid for as?1dng
as‘ some of us chose to do.
When I informed my Georgia
classes and administration of
my gayness, one of thelper—
sons most visibly affected
was a closeted gay friend. In
tears he proclaimed, "I re—
‘spect ‘the hell out of: you,
but I resent the implication

Rel‘

f,

Peace

that others
can have no in—
tegrity without so doing.
I
could
never
take off my
clothes before so many people
who don‘t give ‘a damn. ‘LI
jcan‘t even tell my wifel. And
‘closet is such a fierce word,
. so very unfair:
it makes me
feel
that everything I am is
insignificant!"
The closet is indeed a
frightening place.
The deci— —
sion to leave it is a very
personal one, clearly not one
that anyone should be pres—
sured into.
In a culture as
stifling as ours, many gay
‘persons may never feel safe
to come out.
Only. six months .
ago, at 36, I would have com—
mitted suicide had more than
a select few <known about my
gayness. For me only the love
and support of one great man,
‘together with the rallying of
increasing numbers of gays
and straights,
gave me the
impetus
completely . to de—
closet.
Each person knows
best his own timetable.
Now uncloseted, like many
others I have found the re—
wards richer than anticipated. ‘*
I am free forever from all —
threats and reality of black—.
mail,
I no longer waste time

Of

Mind

_

wondering whether people like
my well—fashioned mask of the;
"real me." _I am free, to get
on

with the important task
facing all people, to develop

my "real me," which includes
‘the sexual as well as the
professional , simultaneously.
As a white man loving a,
black man in rural Georgia on
a state black-college‘campus,
I have not suffered a single
open reprisai in my six months.
here,nor has my lover,a busi—>
ness executive. Students ‘have

been very protective of both.
‘of us. | White and black col=
leagues have welcomed the op—.
portunities to discuss issues,
texts, In discussing gay wri—
*to entertain us, to be enter=
ters
as
gays,
I would only,
tained by us. . One adminis=
compound
the
confusion
and
trator has stated privately
deprive
my
students :of my:
his admiration fbr my courage.
special vantage
if I were to
Head counselors at the col=;
refer to the writers with the
lege have applauded my volun«
pronouns they, them, and their
teering my services as a re—
when I
really mean we, us,
‘sponsible, reasonably happy,,
and our.
very productive gay resource
Of
.
course, I am but‘one of
person available for talking:
many gay academics now asking
with gays or with counselors.
for the right to be whole
Extremely gratifying has been“
persons on the job. Recently,
‘the report of one of the gay
over Thanksgiving, 325 of us
students, who said, "Things.
met in New York City at the
"have changed for us since
first national conference of
you‘ve been here; we feel a
the Gay Academic Union, with
‘lot better being who we are."
For me the
anticipated
risk
most
feared
was always
‘Horny‘
Capricorns Dominate
In
Love
the rejection that I associa—
by Imogene Williams.
ted with visible gays. Now
same kind of respect that-you‘
J. J. Astrologers
visible
myself, I find myself —:
give yourself. Hurt feelings
LIBRA
not
rejected.
I_ have the .—
Capricorn is an earth sign
can cause many a good reéla—
(Sept. 23 — Oct. 23)
‘pleasure
of
knowing.
that.I :am
patterned after the horns of
If making more money is
tionship to break up.
accepted
for
who
I
am.:
«When
a goat.
It is the symbol of
your goal for the new year,
the..
time
comes
for
contract
a ruler who puts
|
PISCES
&.
practical'f‘
the prospects look good. Put
renewal or for tenure — well,
(Feb. 19 = Mar. 20) |
use to material things.; Capany idea that you have for
that never was safe or a sure
ricorn is the known status
Realism inlove life can
this into motion: Don‘t be
thing.
I can sew, I can. act,
seeker whose ideals must be
give you a Sort of indepen—
fooled into taking less than,
I
«can
write,
I can cook, I
lived up to by everyone
in— ‘dence that you‘ve‘ never known
you deserve,'
.
~
680
dig
ditches;
in whateverb\f
volved with him.. Capricorn ‘is "before. Benefits — that© ~ you
field
my
society
forces
me to
the natural ruler of the tenth “thought were lost can come ‘to
SCORPIO
survive,
I
will
survive
as a
you now.
house, the house of the dic—
(Oct. 24 — Nov. 22)
whole
person,
I
know
that
I
tator.
Saturn, the ruler of
ARIES |;
_
Beneath
that
surface
of
R
© shallalways somehow be teach—
Capricorn, is the lesson teacher
_. (Mar. 21 — Apr. 19)
calm expression are radical ing, and always learning in
and wherever it is placed in
You ‘still have a chance to
ideas that you are consider—
the context of my gay experi—
your chart there is a lesson . get that promotion that you
ing. Don‘t ~give in to them. ence. — Perhaps the biggestf
want. — Current news may have
to be learned,
In love,, CapIt will pay off later if you ‘lesson that I want to turn‘my
ricorns rule the roost. . Their been delayed for some reason.
‘_ keep your cool.
attention to now is the gene—
lover is put on a pedestal
sis of the sick: homophobia in
then slowly torn down bytheir .
IAURDS ts‘
SAGITTARIUS
‘oursociety.
&
high standards. Venus in Cap—
(Apr.: 20 — May 20) —
(Nov. 23 — Dec. 21)
‘(Louie
Crew,a
poet
and
essayricorn, along with the sun,
«A new relationship can de— .
Exciting changes are in
ist who has written for Harp-‘
enhances
this
trait.
With ‘velop, but discover the facts
store.Make every moment count.
er‘s
and Saturday Review._lis
transiting Saturn coming into
before you commit yourself.
You can become the power be—
associate
professor of Eng—
opposition with the
Sun in
hind the throne if you play
list
at
Fort
Valley State
Capricorn, this is a very ap—
~ GEMINI
your cards right.
propriate
time for personal
College,Georgia.)
(May 21 — June 21)
development.
Finances may be
If you seek the limelight,
under stress and should be
make sure it‘s the right way.
watched.
If you can find it
Careful, hold your temper.
great
gay writers have them—
selves
been
forced
to pass
for straights in the standard

‘easier to live with yourself
in 1976, you will
find
it
easier to live with others.
"Sing no sad tale of woe to
me, let
tomorrow bring faith:
and victory,.
Put your faith
where it belongs, in yourself
‘and in yourself alone."

A
draw
make
kind

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 — Jan. 19)
spiritual
awakening can
people like flies.
But
sure they are . the right
of people.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18)
Treat your lover with the

CANCER
(June 22 — July 22)
This is the time to shed
your inhibitions and have the
good time you wish for.Travel
is in your stars.
— LEO
‘(July 23 — Aug. 22)
If you have been thinking
of studying T.M., now ‘is the
period that it can benefit you
most.
|
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22)
Curb your nervousness. Ask
for what you want and get it.
Learn to be a little selfish.

PERSONAL HOROSCOPES
BUSINESS HOROSCOPES
ROMANTIC HOROSCOPES
P.O. BOX 3899

Memphis, Tn. 38103
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Gonorrhea... Nothing

To

‘Clap‘

About ..It‘s

Serious

term "clap”,which is com—
seeping out of the opening of
the penis. — Within days this
monly used today.
A
mucous
becomes thick
and
The bacteria
that causes
creamy and you may experience
gonorrhea
is called "gono—
swelling of the lips of the
coccus", one of the most sen—
meatus which will stand out
sitive of all bacteria which
from the glans (fleshy tip of
cause human diseases.
Gono—
the penis). You may also have
coccus dies within a few sec—
a burning sensation while ur—
onds outside
the human body,
inating.
This
pain can be
so don‘t be fooled into be—
quite
severe,
making
it dif—
lieving you caught
it from
ficult
to
urinate.
the toilet seat, door knob,or
People who have been in—
a drinking cup.
If you have
fected
through anal
inter—
it,
you caught it from some—
course
(gonococcal
proctitis)
one who caught it from an—
may experience an anal dis—
other,etc., an endless chain.
‘ charge, irritation around the
Symptoms
can appear as .
anus, a burning sensation and
early as 1 day, or as late as
blood in their feces.
Since
two weeks after infection. In
the
symptoms
are
sometimes
men
the first sign is a thin
slight
in gonococcal
proc—
white or yellow—green mucous
the

titis,
a
person can unknown
ingly infect their sex part—
ner.
"Gonorrhea
is
the result
If treatment of gonococcal
of
excessive
indulgence
in
urethritis
is
delayed for
the pleasures of
Venus,
the
more than a few days, the in—
goddess of love," so says the
fection will spread,
causing
Greek physician, Hippocrates,
severe pain when urinating.
(400 BC) .
Like syphilis,
the symptoms
To
prove
gonorrhea is no
will
also disappear oa their
new threat, read Leviticus in
the Old Testament where symp—
own .
The discharge becomes
toms — are
actually described
lighter and the urination is
in detail (about 1500 BC).
A
no longer painful.
The bac—
myth
has
it
that
another
teria are still present, how—
Greek
physician,
Galen (200
ever,
and after about 2 or 3
AD)
believed
that gonorrhea
weeks with no treatment,
it
is
caused
by an involuntary
invades the posterior urethra
and the prostate gland.
loss of
semen.
— The French
called
gonorrhea
"la Chaude
An abscess may fom causing
a
feeling of heat, pain, or
pisse"
(hot piss)
until the
swelling of the lower pelvis
1300‘s
when
they introduced
or anus making a bowel move—.
ment painful
and urinating
difficult
or
impossible be—
SCORE
BOARD CO4000+9
cause of
the pressure on the
bladder.
"Tie
"
Yes,Granny. Td love to have that GARY — I will go with you to CIPI; To find someone who re—
Because
ot
the
severe
the wrestling matches
this
‘ally loves you
is rare, but
‘Sailor back. But I‘m going to
pain,
most men seek medical
friends ate a dime a dozen.
keep my Marine too. Billy G. week., No sweat.
help;
however,
if left un—
— Tiffany Blair.
treated the symptoms may dis—
appear and reappear for some
Jerry P. — I love you. Jerry H YES! I want my car back.
I
time.
Even when treated for
will never smoke again.
Is it true that Jucie had two
severe cases,
this sometimes
dykes? Barbara and Rose.
leaves
scar
tissue which
Bill and Ray — Please don‘ t
closes off the sperm from af—
fight in the bar. It‘s
NOT ROSE! Is Barbara unhappy?
fected
testicles
leaving a
like you.
Phyllis had a mouse for Christ—
man sterile..
®
Is it true the Black Cat has
mas, but it wasn‘t Mickey.
A large percentage of wo—
turned to orange...or is it
men infected with gonorrhea
Most of Memphis‘ drag queens grapefruit?
do not notice any discomfort
need a doctor — they
Sharon, what did you give Bill
or symptoms for the first few
need a—veterinarian. MOO.
body Shop "5" Defense Show,,
and Ray Jean as an engagement
weeks and may only learn a—
Saturday only, January 17. All
present? Drinks on the house?
‘bout it from their sexual
© proceeds go to defense fund.
partner. Within a few days of
Did Gary and Ray Jean go to
~ ‘the
infection, pus
is
dis—
the wrestling match on Bill‘s Sharon, You didn‘t have to go
ROSE!
Why didn‘t you
take charged
through the cervical,
tickets?
Barbara to the Sugar Bowl?
all the way to New Orleans
‘opening.
This
is not easily
for treatment of burns.
detected,
since
the cervix
lies high up in the vagina.
‘BOUDREAUX — do you. want to
Special to Sif—Phyllis, Still Ronnie, Come back. I need you. Most women may experience a
bid on a used Olds? |
>
—
serving "Green Goddess" Sorry — Brother Bob.
vaginal
discharge which may
you were late at the attorney‘s
be green or yellow—green, and
office. But then, you always
irritation in
the
genital
Most pigs commit sooyee—side.
were! — The Missfit!
‘Denise
loves the setup
this
area.
Thank you.
year in Apollo — Bill‘s the
She
could also experience
President and Roland‘s
the
a burning
pain while urinat—
Want to share an apartment in Ball captain. So...
ing and a swollen lower lip
Is it true Mark is going for the Whitehaven area (male).
of the meatus.
black fish now?
If you have one and are inter—
Most often the bacteria
ested,call Clark at 396—9676.
Is it
true that Bill had to
attacks the inner wall of the
use his key to 227 on Jan. 3?
fallopian tube causing pus to
~N. 0. on $3,000. Sharon, Rose,
leak out into the pelvic cav—
John and Freddie. Courtesy of
Every-time
Stanley shows his
ity and onto the ovaries. The
Barbara and Exec. I.
ring, ~Mark sings "It should
Happy New Year, Phillip...love
scar tissue blocks the fal—
have been me."
|
Wayne.
lopian tube,
leaving
them
sterile.
One black pussy is being chased
The Memphis and éhelby Co—
by one redheaded pussy. B.J.RL
unty
Health Department re—
Is it
true all
the
liquor
GARY — HOMEWRECKER!
ports
a total of 8,757 cases
Sharon served on Dec. 27 came
of
gonorrhea
for the first
from B. J.?
I love you, bitch. 5—11—75.
‘six
months
of
1975, an in—
13 — A New Year‘s Eve to recrease of 357 for this date
member..eh?
— 25.
~ last year.
NOTICE:
PAWN SHOP HOURS.
by Mark White

NOTICE! For your protection,
the Psych Out has installed
a new fire wall.

— Phyllis. That ring wasn‘t made
on a license plate machine in
Little Rock!

Happy Birthday, Michelle...we
love you/hate you. I, Phyllis.

Rose,

I do love you.

Barbara

Doll

Is it true that Cipi no longer
has breakfast at Tiffany‘s?

Expert typing, minor grammar‘
corrections.
Call
Lila at
396—9676.

One black pussy in the hand
is better than two out the
window.
—— RF.

J. B. says
Britches .

n
fy yN

o

tome*®

hello

to

— FLASH! B.J. goes broke
‘Xmas party.
_

after

San Francisco has its
famous
"Cow Palace" — in Memphis it‘s
i
.
"George‘s‘"‘
MOO.

Gary. Really!
You shouldn‘t
come between Bill & Ray.

Sharon — Where did those nice
hats come from?

In an interview with Mr.
Glasco, Co—ordinator, Memphis
‘and Shelby County Health De—
partment, GAIETY learned that
only a standard penal culture
is done to detect gonorrhea
unless you request one orally
or rsctally.
|
If you ‘suspect" you havei
been infected, or know of a
friend who might have,we urge
you to contact either your
personal
physician or the
Health Department at once for
an examination and treatment.
With the modern drugs of to—
day there is no excuse...it
«can be vrcured., ..>"
14,
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1970‘s

See

Gay

Mo‘mes, Roller Skating inMemphis
The 1970‘s also saw the arrival of a "lavender cinema"‘in.
Memphis, as Bill Kendall‘s Guild Theatre on Poplar presented

(Continued from page 3)

with this turn of events and didn‘t hesitate to voice
their
such films as "The Song of the Loon," "Boys in the Sand"‘ ;and:
‘feelings.
the
locally produced "Miss Memphis Contest" series.>» These:.
Meanwhile, black gays who didn‘t go to the largely white
films were advertised through circulars distributed at;localifi
midtown bars
patronized the Mirage Underground Club and the
gay bars.
evn Tangs
Music Box.
Both on Elvis Presley Boulevard, these bars were
After the Guild closed in 1975 Kendall continued these
‘"mixed" in that they attracted straights as well as gays,but
"special showings" at the Bristol. Theatre; on Summer Ave.bThe'l
each featured regular drag shows and related entertainment.
admission charge for the gay films at both theatres was: $1003
Finally, beginning in October of 1972, the black female
From 1969 to 1973, Kendall and his "Belles Limited, Inc."}
impersonator and entertainer Miss Peaches gave regular Wed—
also sponsored an annual ‘"Miss Memphis‘ competition ﬁn:ﬁma1e
nesday night shows at the Club Paradise,a prominent straight
impersonators. Most of these contests were held at the Guild
black nightclub in Memphis.
Theatre,but the 1970. pageant, called the‘"Miss Cotton Festi—
In November of 1975, the "mixed" black bar, ‘the Mirage _ val" took place at the Holiday
Inn Lamar and the 1972 contest'
Underground closed and another bar, the New Club Mirage open—
was held at the Holiday Inn Rivermont.
&
ed. This new bar was the first all—gay black bar in Memphis and:
Another source of gay pageants and other entertainments dur¢
featured dancing, sources reported.
ing this period was the Queen‘s Men, a by—invitation—only so—
cial
organization.
Founded in January 1971 and chartered by
Mid—town ‘Gay Ghetto‘
the state three months later, the Queen‘s Men was set up to
sponsor a gay formal
By the early 1970‘s, the gay move from the downtown busi—
cotton carnival ball, similar to those
ness district to the mid—town area was virtually complete. held in New Orleans for Mardi Gras.
From 1972 to 1974, the formal ball was held at Club ParaWith the exception of the Closet and the black "mixed" bars,
dise at 645 E. Georgia Ave. In 1975, the ballroom at the top
all of the city‘s homosexual establishments were located there.
of the Mid— City Building was rented for the occasion.
Many gays also bought houses and rented apartments in the sur—
rounding mid— town neighborhoods, making it the city s "gayest"
Gay Dances at Legion Hall
res1dential area.

During the summer months, some Memphis gays began going to
Engineers Beach, a stretch of shoreline on the Arkansas side
of the Mississippi River south of the old bridge.Word of the
area circulated swiftly and it obtained a reputation asa sort
of "gay beach."
In actuality, the beach was "mixed" at best and homosexuals
In mid—:
revealed their sexual preference at their own risk.
1975, several Memphians were attacked by club—wielding hood—
lums who objected to supposed male fondling on the beach.
For several months during the winter and spring of 1974,
\_
gay roller skating was held on Monday nights at the Skatehaven
Rink on Brooks Road. Arranged by a gay employee of the rink,
the activity attracted several dozen people each week,mostly
Races and other contests were held and drawing for
males.
sev—
night" was discontinued after
prizes featured.
—
eral months.

The interior of the Rain Check Lounge
shows the
damage.
(Story and additional picture on page l)

extensive
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Engineers Beach

To earn money for the ball and charitable projects, the
organization sponsored spaghetti suppers, dances and other
activities.Several Queen‘s Men dances were held at the Amer—
ican Legion Hall on Court Avenue, says group spokesman Wayne
Newsome.
Beginning in 1973, the Queen‘s Men also sponsored an annual
"Miss Gay Memphis" pageant for female impersonators. This was
joined in 1975 by the first annual "Miss Gay Mid—South" com—
petition.
The black gay community also had its pageants and contests
for female
impersonators,
These included ‘"Miss Black Gay _
Memphis‘ and ‘"Miss Black Gay Tennessee."
Overall, the 1970‘s saw a vast improvement in places to go
and things
to do for Memphis gays.
This was
true both in
Among those who remembered the "old
quantity and quality.
days," there was widespread agreement that the gay community
never had it so good activity wise.
In the midst of this ‘social wealth, however, dissenting
voices could be heard. A few gay Memphians wondered if there
shouldn‘t be more to local gay life than dance bars, drag
opportunities
shows and cruising in the park.: Recreational
were important, they agreed,but other human needs existed as
well.
*
(Next Month: Gay Organizations and Activities)
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~ ‘With four or five gay bars on or near its borders, Cleve—
land Ave, became the "main street" of this developing gay
ghetto. On weekends, the stretch between Poplar and Peabody
became a regular gay playground.
While much Memphis gay life during the 1970‘s centered
around the bars and clubs, other locales attracted gays as
well, As more of the city‘s gay activity moved ‘to the mid—
town area, Overton Park became a popular cruising area. The
"doughboy" statue and the "woods" in the northeast corner
were especially popular,. They were sometimes dangerous as
well,
In addition to the ever—present possibility of a con—.
frontation with police, the park attracted hoodlums and "queer
baiters." Several homosexuals have heen assaulted by straights
in the park and at least one gay—related murder is thought to
have occurred there.
Other cruising areas during the 1970‘s included Riverside
Park and that perennial favorite, Court Square. A few ad—
verturesome gays also tried their luck in the bars and streets
around Overton Square.
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